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Continuing an earlier work [4], properties of canonical Wiener processes are 
investigated. An analog of the sample path continuity property is obtained. 
A noncommutative counterpart of weak convergence is formulated. Operator 
processes (P,, , Q,) analogous to the random-walk approximating processes of 
the Donsker invariance principle are defined in terms of a sequence (p, , q,) of 
pairs of quantum mechanical canonical observables satisfying hypotheses 
analogous to those of the classical central limit theorem. It is shown that (P, , Q,,) 
converges weakly to a canonical Wiener process. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [4] quantum-mechanical analogs of Wiener processes were formulated, 
based on the program originating in [5] of filling the role of a random variable 5 
in classical probability by a canonicalpair ( p, 4) of quantum mechanical momen- 
tum and position observables satisfying the Heisenberg commutation relation 
pq - qp = --i. In this paper we establish a counterpart to the sample-path 
continuity property of Wiener processes and prove a quantum-mechanical 
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analog of Donsker’s invariance principle [6] ( more descriptively called the 
functional central limit theorem). 
By a Wiener process with variance u2, we shall mean as in [4] a stochastic 
process % = {x(“(t): t E [0, l]} satisfying 
(I) E(0) = 0 almost surely 
(2) If for each subinterval d = (a, b] of [0, I], [A denotes the random 
variable (6 - a)-‘l”[E(6) - S(a)], then for arbitrary disjoint A,, A, ,..., the 
random variables fdl , tdl ,..., are independent and identically normally dis- 
tributed with mean zero and variance u2. 
We denote by w, Wiener meusure with variance ~2, that is the measure on the 
Bore1 field 93(g) of the space ‘+? of real-valued continuous functions on [0, l] 
vanishing at 0, equipped with the uniform metric topology such that S(t, X) = 
X(t) (X E U) realizes c” on the probability space (U, w,). Wiener measures with 
different variances are mutually singular [2]. Wiener measure with unit variance 
is denoted by w. 
In [4] a canonz’caZ Wiener process with variance u2 was defined as a pair (I’, Q) 
of functions from the unit interval [0, I] to self-adjoint operators acting in a 
Hilbert space 5, equipped with a unit state vector II, which determines expecta- 
tions by the formula lE(A) = (A#, #), such that 
(0) F’(s), P(t)1 = [Q(s>> Q(t)1 = 011 
[P(s), Q(t)] = -is A t, ) s, t E [O, 11 
(1) P(0) = Q(0) = 0 
(2) If for each subinterval d = (a, 61 of [0, 11, (p, , q4) denotes the 
canonical pair (for such it is, by (O))((b - u)-r12(P(b) - P(u)), (b - a)-l/*(Q(b) - 
Q(u))), then for arbitrary disjoint A,, A, ,... the canonical pairs (pdl , qdl), 
(PA2 j CL&’ are independent and identically normally distributed with mean 
zero and variance u2 (so that the characteristic function of each pair is 
E(e’ z(sPg+rq = e-1/40w+v29. 
The process is cyclic if (G is cyclic for the operators comprising the one-parameter 
unitary groups generated by P(t), Q(t), t E [0, I]. 
(Here, as in [4] we interpret the commutation relation [S, T] = -ic for 
self-adjoint operators S, T as the corresponding Weyl relation 
Definitions of independence and of identity of distribution for canonical pairs 
can be found in [4] or [5].) 
The existence of a canonical Wiener process for each u2 2 1 was established 
in [4]. 
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Our first task in this work is to establish an analog of the realizability of the 
classical Wiener process in the space %. We refer to this as the sample-path 
continuity property. 
Let fl , t2 ,... be a sequence of random variables on a probability space 
(Sz, 9, p) satisfying the hypotheses of the classical central limit theorem; 
that is, being independent and identically distributed with zero means and finite 
variance u2. For n = 1, 2,... 
4%(t) = +‘2(& + ..* + htl + (nt - WI) Smt1+1) (1.1) 
is a random element of g and hence determines a probability measure CL,, on %. 
According to the invariance principle [6], pa converges weakly to w,; that is, 
SF dp, converges to SF dw, for every bounded continuous functional F on %‘, 
We would now like to formulate a canonical analog of the invariance principle, 
To do this we must replace each of the concepts discussed in the previous 
paragraph by their quantum-mechanical counterparts. The probability space 
(L& 9, PI) is replaced by a pair ($, #) where 4, is a separable Hilbert space and $ 
is a unit vector in $s used to form expectations lE(A) = (A& #). 
The sequence of random variables & , 4, ,... is replaced by a sequence of 
canonical pairs (13 , e), (P2 , qJ,... satisfying the hypotheses of the quantum- 
mechanical central limit theorem [5]. Thus each (p, , q,J consists of a pair of 
self-adjoint operators on 9, and [pi , &J = -i&, [pj , pk] = [qi , q,J = 0. 
The canonical pairs are required to be independent and identically distributed, 
and to have zero means and finite covariance; that is 
In fact, we shall assume that the covariance matrix has elements 
E(p,“) = E(qj2) = i$T2, wdP54i + cm1 = 0, U-2) 
where by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle 4 3 1. There is no loss of 
generality in assumption (2.1) since a canonical pair with an arbitrary finite 
covariance matrix is equivalent to a canonical pair with covariance of this type 
under a linear canonical transformation. 
The random elements (1.1) are replaced by the following sequence of operator- 
valued functions of t E [O, I]: 
pTatt1 = n-1’2(Pl + .*. + htl + (nt - WI> Phtl+J, 
&n(t) = n-1’2(ql + ... + ant1 + (nt - WI) a,tl+d. 
(1.3) 
We anticipate that (P, , QJ wi ‘11 converge in some sense to a canonical Wiener 
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process with variance u2; the precise formulation of this is the quantum- 
mechanical invariance principle. 
The defining property (0) of a canonical Wiener process can now be motivated 
by the fact that the operator-valued functions (1.3) satisfy 
P&h P&N = [QnW, QnWl = 0, 
P’&, Q&)1 = -+ A t + r,), 
where Y, -+ 0 as 71 ---f co, and the requirement that (P,(t), Q,,(t)) should con- 
verge to (J’(t), Q(t)> in some sense as 71-+ co. 
Section 2 is devoted to formulating the analog of the sample-path continuity 
property of Wiener processes (equivalently the existence of the realization in 
the space %Z) for canonical processes. A noncommutative analog of the space of 
bounded continuous functionals on V will be considered in Section 3 and the 
noncommutative analog of the measures pn determined by Z,,((t) on V together 
with a proof of the quantum-mechanical invariance principle will occupy 
Section 4. 
2. SAMPLE-PATH CONTINUITY PROPERTY 
Let (P, Q) be a cyclic canonical Wiener process with variance a2 and state 
vector #. Since the self-adjoint operators {Q(t): t E [0, I]} commute, it follows 
from a well-known theorem of von Neumann [I91 that they can be expressed 
at functions of a single self-adjoint operator. Specifically, there exists a self- 
adjoint operator T and a function 8: [0, I] x IF? -+ R having the following 
properties. Denoting by gr the completion of the Bore1 field a of R with respect 
to the spectral measure B I-+ E,(B) of T (i.e., the u-field obtained by adjoining 
to a all subsets of Bore1 sets B for which E,(B) = 0), then for each fixed 
t E [0, l] the function X H @(t, h) is gr-measurable and 
Q(t) = @(t, T) = j @(t, A) E,(dh). (2.1) 
We shall show below that there exists a unitary operator W, under which z/ is 
invariant, such that P(t) = WQ(t) W-l, t E [0, 11. It follows that 
P(t) = W@(t, T) W-l = @(t, S), 
where S = WTW-I. We shall also show that @(t, X) is a Wiener process on 
(R, ar , /I Er(.)$ I\“). It follows that Q can be chosen so as to be realized on 
Wiener space (U, w,). Thus we obtain the following analog of the classical 
property that a Wiener process of variance u2 can be realized with continuous 
sample paths. 
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THEOREM 1. Let (P, Q) be a cyclic canonical Wiener process with variance u2 
and state vector I,G. Then there exist self-adjoint operators S, T and a function 
8: [0, l] x Iw -+ R such that 
(a) For each t E [0, 11, 0(t, S) and 0(t, T) exist as spectral integrals and 
P(t) = 0(t, S), Q(t) = @(t, T). 
(b) The Bore1 probability measures on IR 
B ++ II &PM II23 B t-+ II W-N 112> 
are coincident. Denoting by t.~ their common completion, for every Bore1 subset A of 22, 
{h; t t+ 0(t, X) E A} is p-measurable and has p-measure w,(A) where w, is Wiener 
measure with variance 2. 
Proof. As in the previous paragraph, there exists a self-adjoint operator T 
and a stochastic process 0: [0, I] x R --+ Iw on (W, Br , 11 Er(*)$ II”} such that 
(2.1) holds. We now show that 0(t, h) is a Wiener process. Since 
it follows that 0(0, X) = 0 almost surely. Let d, = (ai, bj] be disjoint sub- 
intervals of [0, l] and let O,l(h) = (bj - aj)-1/2 (O(bi , h) - 0(a,, h)) for 
j = l,..., n, It follows from the independent increments property (2) of the 
canonical Wiener process that 
Since the characteristic function of C 0@) is the product of the characteristic 
functions, it follows that the O,,(A) are independent. Also, 
E[exp(iol0&))] = (exp(iq&, I/J) = e-@/*@, 
so the 0d are normally distributed with mean zero and variance u2. Thus 0(t, h) 
is a Wiener process on (R, gr , II Er(.)# ]I”). Applying Theorem 2.4 [7, p. 571, 
there exists a separable process @(t, h) on (R, @r , 11 ET(*)+ 11”) such that 0(t, X) = 
O”(t, h) almost surely for each fixed t E [0, 11. Since the finite dimensional 
distributions of 0(t, h) and &(t, h) are the same, @(t, X) is also a Wiener process. 
We also have that Q(t) = 6(t, T). Furthermore, since &(t, h) is a separable 
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Wiener process, @t, A) has continuous sample paths for all h E B E :%‘= where 
1) E,(B)+ l/a = I [7, p. 3931. If  we map B into V by carrying X into its sample 
path, and if we carry /j ET(.)# II2 (restricted to B) over to V via this mapping, we 
arrive at (%, w,). 
To complete the proof we must establish the existence of a unitary operator T+’ 
under which $I is invariant such that P(t) =-: lVQ(t) u/-l, t E [0, I]. 
We recall ([4, Theorem 71) that the cyclic process (P, Q) generates a repre- 
sentation of the canonical commutation relations (U, V) over the space ‘!N :: 
LP2[0, I] of real-valued Lebesgue square integrable functions on [0, 11, essentially 
by the stochastic integral prescription 
for the field operators r(f), d(f) of the representation (U, V). (P, Q) is recovered 
from (U, V) using the formulas 
w = 4Xhd Q(t) = +(xro.d- 
4 is cyclic for (U, V) and the corresponding characteristic functional 
is given by 
93 X 93 3 (f, g) h e-llzi(o,g) U ( (f) WA #> 
F (f, g) = e-(~2/4)(llfl12+l~~112), D 
We realize the representation (U, V) explicitly as follows. In the case o2 = 1, 
which we distinguish by attaching the subscript 0 to the elements P, Q, U, V, 
rr, 4 and #, (U, , V,,) is the Fock representation, which, following [I 5, 181, we 
realize in the Hilbert space !& = L2(%?, w) by taking 4,,(f) to be the operator of 
multiplication by the stochastic integral sf dX, and To(f) to be E&#,(f) Wi’, 
where W, is the Wiener transformation [15]. The state vector $a is the function 
identically 1 on +?. That this does indeed define a representation of the canonical 
commutation relations over %, that I,$, is cyclic, and that e--(112)i<f*g)( U,(f) V,,(g)+, 
a/) is given by 
F,,(f, g) = ~-~/~~llf112+ll~l12~, 
is proved in [15, 181. Since the identity function is its own Wiener transform, 
#,, is invariant under W, and it is clear that P,,(t) = lVOQO(t) IV;’ as required. 
The case a2 > 1 can be treated using the realization of Shale and Segal of 
the universally invariant representation (U, V) [16]. However in order to 
facilitate the proof of Theorem 6 it is convenient to construct an alternative 
realization. 
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We write ua = $(a2 + OL-~), where (Y # 0 is a real number, and construct 
operators {U(j), V(j):jE St> t g ac in in the Hilbert space $js @ &a by defining 
U(j) = Uo(2-l&j) @ Vo(2-1klj), 
V(f) = V,(24klf) @ U,( -2-‘Rxj). 
(2.2) 
It is straightforward to verify that (U, V) is a representation of the CCR and 
also if I/J = #,, @ I/J,, then 
(e-(ll2)i<f*g)U(j) V(g)+, #> = FJj, g). 
To show that Z/I is cyclic, we use the infinitesimal form of (2.2): 
v(j) = 7$(2-lkj) @ I + I @ ~o(2-%-1j), 
b(f) = c$o(2-%-lf) @ I - I @ 9742~1kej). 
(2.3) 
From the fact that polynomials in stochastic integrals are dense in Ho = 
La@‘:, w) [3], it follows that the Fock vacuum is cyclic for polynomials in the 
operators {&(j):f~ ‘%}. F rom this it follows that the set of vectors of the form 
fj hl~hh 0 jj cokk>hl (n, m = 1, 2 ,... ;ji ,..., g, E !R), 
is total in $j = $3,, @ !$a. We show that each such product vector can be 
expressed in the form HyS where H is a polynomial in the operators n(j), C(f); 
since such a polynomial can be expressed, by differentiation, as a strong limit 
of linear combinations of the operators U(j) V(g), j, g E %, it will follow from 
this that $ is cyclic for the latter. The proof is by induction on m, n, observing 
that it is trivial when m = 1z = 0. Thus if 
then 
where HI is also a polynomial in {n(j), +(j): j E ‘St). We now use the fact that 
for alljE 9I 
which follows from the definition of rO(j) and &o(j), the invariance of & under 
W, and the fact that W, transforms the stochastic integral s f dX to i J f dX. We 
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apply both sides of Eq. (2.3) to 4 = & @ &, and replace each occurrence of 
~r,-,(2-~&4) I+$, by ~$,(2-~~~c4) &, . Using the homogeneity of 4,,(f) inf there results 
the equations 
For 01 + 1 (corresponding to u > 1) these equations determine d,,(f) @ 1$ as 
a linear combination ,&(f)# + &f)4. Hence Nr(&(fntr) @ I)# can be 
expressed as H2# where H2 is the polynomial Hl(/h(f) + r+(f)). The induction 
on m is similar. Finally, we observe that setting W = IV, @ W,, gives n(f) = 
W+(f)lP1 for allf E %. Hence P(t) = PV’Q(t) W-l. I 
3. THE COMPACT UNIFORM CLOSURE 
Let ,Y be a metric space and let B be the Bore1 field on X. In classical proba- 
bility theory, a sequence of probability measures pn on (X, B) converges weakly 
to a probability measure TV if SF dp, -+ SF dp for every FE C(X), the set of 
bounded continuous functions on X. In order to formulate a quantum-mechanical 
invariance principle we must find a noncommutative analog of weak convergence 
for states. This will involve finding a noncommutative analog of C(X). In 
particular, we shall have the following situation. Let %,, be the *-algebra of 
bounded operators generated by a representation (U, V) of the CCR. We shall 
have a sequence of vector states xn which converge to a vector state x on Su,; 
that is, (Axn , xn) + (AX, X> for all A E 91s . We would then like to conclude 
that xn converges to x in a sense equivalent to classical weak convergence. To do 
this we must show that (Bxn , xn) + (B,y, x) for all B in the noncommutative 
analog 91 of C(X). But what should SU be ? At first glance we might think that % 
should be the C*-algebra generated by tit, . But this is not even the case in 
classical probability theory. For example, let 2&, be the *-algebra of trigonometric 
polynomials on the real line [w. Then the C*-algebra generated by ‘& is the set of 
almost periodic functions which is smaller than C(DB). However, every element 
of C(!R) can be uniformly approximated by elements of 9&, on compact sets. 
Hence C([w) is the closure of $!&, in the topology of uniform convergence on 
compact sets. We shall formulate a noncommutative analog of C(X) in terms of 
a noncommutative analog of this type of convergence. 
Although we are primarily interested in subalgebras of S(sj), the algebra of 
bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space sj, and in vector states, it is just as 
easy (and notationally simpler) to formulate our concepts for an arbitrary C*- 
algebra and arbitrary states. Let 2l be a C*-algebra and let Z be the set of states 
(normalized, positive, linear functionals) on $4. For w E Z, A E ‘?I, define 
I/ A IIw = u(A*A)‘/~. Then I/ . Jlw is a semi-norm on ‘4I such that // A /lw < /I A 11 
and /I BA JIw < jJ B I/ I/ A IIw for all A, B E 91. If 2I, C PI, a sequence of states wlz 
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is 5&,-conoergent to a state w,, (denoted wn -+ w,,(2&,)) if 11 A Ijon + [I A (lo0 for 
every A E Q&, . For w E 2 and B E ‘$I with w(B*B) # 0, we define the state BW 
by (Bw)(A) = w(B*AB)/w(B*B) for all A E ‘$I. A set of states 9’ is u$Xcztedwith 
‘& _C 2l if Bw E 9 whenever w E 9, for every B E 2ls such that w(B*B) # 0. 
For example, let sj’ denote the set of vector states on S(B) (i.e., states of the 
form o,(A) = (AX, x), x E H, 11 x jj = 1). If ‘$I,, is any subset of 23(B), then !$5’ 
is affiliated with %a . Indeed, if B E 2l,, and w,(B*B) # 0, then Bw, = wBxiilBxll . 
We now give our main definition. Let ‘$I, C ‘3 and let Sp C Z be affiliated with 
‘2X,, . Then A E !!t is in the Y-compact uniform closure 2&,(Y) of ‘No if for every 
‘$&-convergent sequence w, -+ wO(%,) where w, E 9, n = 0, l,..., and E > 0 
there exist B, C E ‘?I0 such that jJ A - B llWn, )I A* - C IIWn < c for n = 0, l,... . 
Of course, 6X,, _C ‘2X,-,(9) and a,(%) S 2&(z) if % _C Y2 . Also 2&(#1) = 2I. 
Our next theorem shows that if ‘3s is a *-algebra, then 2&(Y) is a C*-algebra 
and, in particular, %,,(2) = C*(9&) the C*-algebra generated by ‘u, . In this 
way we obtain a hierarchy of C*-algebras containing ‘$I,, . 
THEOREM 2. Let Iu, be a *-algebra in the C*-algebra ‘K 
(a) w, -+ w&X0) if and only if w,(A) -+ w,(A) for all A E 2l,, . 
(b) I f  9 C Z is afiliuted with ‘&, , then (&,(9’), (( . [I) is a C*-algebra and 
aywn E 9, n = 0, l)...) and w, + w,,(‘&,) then W, + W&X,,(~)). 
(4 ~@c) = c*ml>. 
(d) If ‘$I = S(!+j) and 9’ Z S then ‘S,(Y) C lub (the van Neumann algebra 
gene-rated by ‘S,). 
Proof. (a) If w,(A) -+ w,(A) for all A E 2Is , since ‘3, is a *-algebra we have 
II A II:, = 4A*4 - wo(A*A) = II A II:, 
for all A E 2&, , so w, -+ w,&,). Conversely, if w, ---f w0(210) then for A E 91z, 
we have 
2 Re w,(A) = w,[(A + I)*(A + I)] - w,(A*A) - 1 
= II A + III:, - II A II:, - 1 - II A + U:, - II A II:, - 1 
= 2 Re w,,(A). 
Similarly 
2 Im w,(A) = wn[(A + il)*(A + iI>] - w,(A*A) - 1 
= II A + a-1 II:, - II A II:, - 1 - II A + a.1 II:, - II A It:, - 1 
= 2 Im w,(A). 
Hence W,(A) + w,(A) for all A E ‘tz, . 
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(b) Clearly %,(Y) is closed under * and multiplication by scalars. It is 
straightforward to show that (u,(9) is closed under addition. To show VI,(P) 
is closed under products, let A, , Ae E 2&(Y), We E 9, W, -+ wO(‘&,) and E > 0, 
We can assume that A, , A, # 0. Then there exist B, , C, E “u, such that 
II A, - B, L,, < 4 II 4 II, II A,* - Cl IL,, c 4 II 4 II, n = 0, I,... . We can 
assume that w,,(B,*B,) # 0. Indeed, if wo(Bz*Bz) = 0, replace B, by B,’ = 
B, + 42 (1 A, 11. Then c&B,‘) # 0 and [j A, - B,’ ljwn < E/II A, [I. Let w,’ be 
the subsequence consisting of all We such that an,(BZ*B2) # 0. Since .Y is 
affiliated with ‘?I, we have B2wn, E 9. Furthermore, for any A E So we have 
B,w,jA) = wn~(Bz*AB2)/w,,(B2*B2) -+ wo(Bz*AB2)/w,(B,*B,) = B,w,(A). 
Hence by part (a) Bzwn* + B,w&X,,). Hence there exists Bl E %a such that 
II 4 - BI lla8ws, < 42. In a similar way we can assume that w,,(C,*Ci) # 0 and 
that C,w,m -+ C,~,(&,) where w, I is the subsequence such that w,~(C,*CJ # 0. 
Hence there exists C, E ‘&, such that jl A,* - Cz jjCzwn. < r/2. If wn(B,*B,) = 0, 
then 
II 44 - B,B, IL+ < II 44 - AA l/w, + II A,& - W, llwn 
< II A, II II A, - B, llw, + II A, - 4 II II B, IL,, < 6. 
For wn,(B2*B2) # 0, we have 
We also have the following analogous inequalities. 
and 
II &*A,* - W’, L,. < II A, II II A,* - C, I/w,. + II A,” - C, /Jclw,~ < E. 
Thus 2&(Y) is closed under products. To show that 2&(Y) is uniformly closed, 
suppose Ai -+ A uniformly where A, E 2&,(Y). If w, E 9, w, --j w0(2&) and 
6 > 0 there exists an i such that I/ A - Ai 1) < 42 and B, C E ‘&, such that 
II Ai - B IL,, < 4% II Ai* - Cllq, < 4% n = 0, l,... . 
Hence 
It A - B lLn < II A - Ai IL+ + II Ai - B IL+ 
< 11 A - Ai /j + c/2 < E. 
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Similarly, 
II A* - c llWn < II A* - Ai* llWn + II Ai* - c lIom 
< /I A - Ai 11 + E/2 < 6. 
It follows that (‘8,,(Y), 11 . 11) is complete and hence is a C*-algebra. To prove 
the last statement, suppose W, E 9, W, + w,#&,) and A E 2&,(Y). Given E > 0 
there exists B E ‘?I0 such that 11 A - B llWn < c/2, n = 0, l,... . Then 
I 44 - we(A)I < I wn(A - WI + I 4B) - w&9 + I 4B - 4 
d II a.4 - B IIcon + I 4B) - woWI + II B - A ILo 
-=c E + I w,(B) - wo(B)I - l 3 as n+co. 
Since 2&(Y) is a *-algebra, it follows from (a) that w, -+ w,((u,(Y)). 
(c) It follows from (b) that C*((u,) C 2&,(Z). Suppose A E 2&(Z) - C*(%,). 
We can assume that A = A*. Applying the Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists 
a continuous linear functional f such that f(B) = 0 for all B E C*(%s) and 
f(A) # 0. We can assume that f is symmetric. Now any continuous symmetric 
linear functional is a difference of positive linear functionals so we have f = 
fi - fi wheref, andf, are positive. Since1 E ‘8, , we havefr(1) - fi(I) = f(I) = 0 
so fi(I) = fi(l). Let w1 = fi/fi(l) and w2 = fi/fi(l). Then wr , ws are states, 
w,(B) = w,(B) for all B E C*(%,) and w,(A) # w*(A). Let E = I w,(A) - w,(A)l/4. 
Now the sequence w1 , w2 , wa , w2 ,... is ‘&-convergent to w2 and hence there 
exists B E ‘us such that II A - B llwl, /I A - B /Iwz < E. We then obtain 
I 44 - 4A)l G I 44 - wdB)I + I 4B) - wdA)I 
< 2~ = I w,(A) - 44l/2, 
which is a contradiction. 
(d) Let A E ‘%,,(9). If x1 ,..., xn , #r ,..., & are unit vectors in 5j, then the 
sequence wX1 ,..., wyn , wX, ,... is in 9’ and is %,-convergent to wX, . Hence for 
E > 0 there exists B E 91, such that jl A - B IIwX. < e, j = 1, 2,..., n. Therefore 
I(Axj , hi> - (Bxj , WI” = I@ - B)x: , WI” d ll(A - B)xj II2 
= II A - B llwxi (6. 
By normalizing the vectors, a similar inequality holds for any nonzero vectors 
x1 ,**-, Xn 7 $4 3***9 I#~ . Hence ‘9&,(Y) is in the weak closure of 9I, . But the weak 
closure of %s is 2X”, .” I 
The authors are indebted to A. Lazar for the proof of(c) in the above theorem. 
The next two theorems show that the compact uniform closure gives a non- 
commutative analog of closure under uniform convergence on compact sets. 
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THEOREM 3. Let 9l be the C*-algebra of all complex bounded functions on the 
real line R under the supremum norm /I I/. Let Y be the set of point evaluations on ?I 
(i.e., states of the form q(f) = f(x), x E R). Zf ‘21, is the *-algebra of trigonometric 
polynomials on R, thmr 2&(Y) = C(R). 
Proof. First of all, 9 is affiliated with any subset of QI. Indeed, if f  E %, 
x E R and we(f) # 0, then fwa = wz. Now suppose f  E ‘&,(~) and xi E R, 
xi - x0 . Since 2X0 C C(R), wzi + ~~,(9&,). If E > 0, there exists g E 2X, such 
that 11 f  - g /jwg, < 43, i = 0, l,... . Also, there exists a positive integer N such 
that i 3 N imblies 1 wrO(g) - woj(g)I < 43. For i 3 N we have 
I f  (4 - f  (%)I < I f  (Xi) - &,)I + I d4 - &,)I + I &“) - f  ha 
G llf -gl/,,i + 43 + l/g -f IIWr, < E* 
Hence f  is continuous and ‘$I,,(Y’) C C(R). Now suppose f  E C(R) and 
wzo -+ woj(2Q. If pe’, i = 0, l,... is the probability measure concentrated at xi , 
then wJg) = sg dpi for allg E ‘$I0 . For fixed s E R, g(x) = eiss is a trigonometric 
polynomial and hence l eiss dpi(x) = wz,(g) + w,(g) = s eigr dpO(x). Since the 
characteristic functions of the pi converge to the characteristic function of p0 , 
pi --f p,, weakly. For 6 > 0, if A = (x,, - 6, x0 + a), it follows from [l, Theorem 
2. I] that &A) -+ p,-,(A) = 1. Hence, for i sufficiently large, xi E A and xi -P x0 . 
If E > 0, since {xi: 0, I,...} is compact, there exists h E ?I,, such that If (xi) - 
h(xi)l < E, i = 0, 1 ,... . Hence 
Ilf - h Ilwzi = [wi(lf - h W2 = If(4 - %)I < E. 
Also Ilf - h lloz = Ilf - h Ilo9 < E. It follows that f  E 2&,(Y) and hence 
C(R) c 2&(5q. * I 
We have actually proved a stronger result than that given in Theorem 3. We 
have proved that if %r is a *-algebra satisfying ‘8s C ‘$I1 _C C(R) then Q(Y) = 
cw 
Let qj = L2(R, dX) where dX denotes Lebesgue measure. If ‘%a is the *-algebra 
of trigonometric polynomials, then ‘$I,, can be considered as a *-algebra in 8( fi). 
A state w of S($j) is called a measure state if there exists a probability measure p 
on the Bore1 field 9?(R) such that w(f) = jf dp for all f  ELm(W) C B(8). We 
denote the set of measure states by Y1 . Now qj’ I Lm(R) = Y; I L”(R). Indeed, 
if wX E 9’ then for f  ELM we have 
w,(f) = (fx, xl = j-f@) I ~(41~ dh. 
Hence w,(f) = sf dp where p(A) = jA I x(h)12 dh. Conversely, let w E Sp and 
w(f) = jf dp for allf~LOC(R). If A . is a set of Lebesgue measure zero, then the 
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indicator function xa is the zero element ofL”(lR). Hence O(,YJ) = 0 so &4) = 0 
and p is absolutely continuous relative to Lebesgue measure. By the Radon- 
Nikodym theorem, there exists a unique nonnegative g E L1( !R) such that p(A) = 
sA g(X) dh for all A E @Iw). If x(h) = g(h)‘/” then x E $,I1 x 11 = 1, and 
w(f) = j I f(412 dh = (fx, x> = w,(f), 
for allf E Lm(R). In particular, we see that sj’ C 9i . Furthermore, it is easy to see 
that Y; is affiliated with ‘!&, and L”(R). It follows from Theorem 2(b), (c) that 
c*(‘u,) c 2l,(y;) c 2lc,($‘) c-La(R) = [Lm(R)l(s’) = [L”(R)](%). 
The next theorem gives more information. 
THEOREM 4. Let !ij = L2(R, dh) and let 2l,, , Yl be dejhed as above. If  9’ 
is afiliated with 21, and Y C Yl , then C(R) C 2X0(.9’). In particular 
c*pl,> c C(R) c 2&(q) c 2l,($‘) 2 LqR). 
Proof. It suffices to prove that C(R) C ‘Q&,(g). Let We E g and w, -+ w,,(9&,). 
Let pn be the corresponding measures on GY(lR), n = 0, l,... . Since eisA E 21u, 
we have 
s 
eish d&i) + 
s 
eisA d&X). 
Since the characteristic functions of TV,, converge to the characteristic function 
of p,, , pn --f p,, weakly. Let f  E C(W) and E > 0. Since pLo is a countably additive 
probability measure on a(lR), there exists a compact interval A, such that 
&A,) > 1 - E. We can assume without loss of generality that the pa-measure 
of the boundary of A, is zero. By [l, Theorem 2.11, pn(Ao) -+ pa(&) so there 
exists a positive integer N such that n > N implies pn(A,,) > 1 - E. Also there 
exist compact intervals Ai , i = l,..., N - 1, such that pi(Ai) > 1 - E. If 
A = lJ,“_, Ai, then A is compact and pi(A) > 1 - E, i = 0, l,... . Since 
f~ C((w), f  can be uniformly approximated on A by elements of C*(2&,). Hence 
there exists g, E C*(%,) such that If(X) - g&i)] < e/4 for X E A. Since C*(cU,) 
is a commutative C*-algebra, it is closed under maxima and minima [13, p. 321. 
Hence 
4 = maxbin(Reglp llf II), - llf Ill, 
h2 = maxbWmg17 llf II), - Ilf Ill E C*Wd 
We then have g, = h, + ih, E C*(‘9&,), 1 f(A) - g2(X)I < 42 for X E A and 
]/g2// :~Ilfij.Nowthereexistsg~‘&suchthatIlg,-gg/I <~/2andhence 
I f(Y - g(4l G I m - g2w + I g2(4 - ml < E, 
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for h E A and I/g 11 < ilfli + E. Hence if A’ denotes the complement of =1, we have 
,< c2 + llf - g II2 E < c2 + (2 llfll + c)” E> 
for II = 0, I,... . Since IIJ--gi/,n = Ilf-gllw, we have the same inequality 
holding for /I f - g ljWn . Hence f E 9I,( q) and C(R) C ‘$I,( 5$. I 
4. THE INVARIANCE PRINCIPLE 
The classical invariance principle asserts that, given a sequence of indepen- 
dent, identically distributed random variables 5, , t2 ,... of mean zero and variance 
a*, the probability measures TV,, induced on Q by the random continuous functions 
G(t) = n-l’*(fl + *.* + 5mt1 + (nt - bt]) !&]+J (4.1) 
converge weakly to Wiener measure w, with variance u*. 
We now formulate a quantum-mechanical analog of the classical invariance 
principle. Let (A , a), (P2 , t722),... be a sequence of independent identically 
distributed canonical pairs having zero means and covariance matrix elements 
given by (1.2). Consider the operator functions (1.3) of t E [0, l] which are 
analogs of (4.1). We next need the quantum-mechanical analog of the measures 
pLn induced by (4.1) on %?. The quantum-mechanical counterpart of % is the 
Hilbert space 5 and the role of a measure is played by a vector state on the C*- 
algebra B(5). Our program in the sequel is to show that the operator functions 
on [0, l] P, , Qn of (1.3) induce, in a natural way, a sequence of such states xn on 
B(H) which “converge weakly” to the state vector I/ of the canonical Wiener 
process. The weak convergence will be defined in terms of the compact uniform 
closure discussed in Section 3, which we have seen is the noncommutative 
analog of weak convergence of measures. 
Since P,(t), Qn(t) are piecewise linear in t, the integrals Jf dP, , ljdQn are 
well defined for f E R as 
I fdpn = i <ft xin)~i 9 j" fdQn = i <f, xd qj, (4.2) i=l i=l 
where fori = l,..., n, the xjn are the orthonormal vectors 
Xjn = ~1’2X((~-Ih,unl 9 (4.3) 
and x(~,J denotes the indicator function of the interval (a, b]. Clearly, sf dP,& = 
$EnfdPn, SfdQn =.b%fdQn, where E, is the projection onto the span of 
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the vectors (4.3) which we denote by !& . It is easily verified that the operators 
n,(f) = j f d&a 7 Aif) = j-f dQn 9 (4.4) 
generate a representation of the CCR over !& (but not over ‘8). If we define 
Fn(f, g) = E [exp i j (f dPn + g dQn)] (f, g E %A (4.5) 
then F,, is the characteristic functional of this representation. We would now like 
to extend the above representation of the CCR over Sn to a representation of 
the CCR over %. Now a necessary and sufficient condition [8, 171 that a func- 
tional F on % x ‘% is the characteristic functional of a cyclic representation 
of the CCR over R is that 
1. F(O,O) = 1 
2. For fixed f ,  g E !R, F(tf, tg) is continuous in t E R 
3. F is w-positive definite; that is, for arbitrary N = 1, 2 ,..., z1 ,..., zN E @, 
fi , g1 9.**, fN ?gNEs 
1 GW(f, > gi > -fk 9 -gd F(.fi - f t  , gj - g,J 3 0, 
where w(f, g’, f  ‘, g’) = e(1/2)i((f.v’>-(f’.v)). 
The functional 
Fn,o(f> g) = F&%f> kg) Fo((I - &)f, (I- &)g) 
over % x %, where F,, is given by (2.1), satisfies the above three criteria and 
hence is the characteristic functional for a representation of the CCR over ‘8. 
We may compare Fn,, with the functional f  + s ein(f) dp, , where for f  E 93, 
n(f) is the stochastic integral n(f) = jf dX, in the classical situation. The 
analogy is imprecise because pn is essentially a product measure of a probability 
measure v on ‘Si, with the atomic probability measure on St,’ concentrated at 
the origin. The latter has no canonical analog, and we use instead the canonical 
analog of the marginal distribution of w, on R ,,l. If we replace the degenerate 
measure by this marginal in the classical case we obtain a measure CL,,’ on %? 
which converges weakly to w, just as CL,, does. However, even with this modifica- 
tion, pn ’ is not in general absolutely continuous relative to w, , since the proba- 
bility measure v, may well be singular relative to the marginal of w on St, . 
The next theorem shows that (P, , QJ -+ (P, Q) in the sense of characteristic 
functionals. The theorem that follows this one gives a stronger result. It shows 
that the (Pn , Q,) induce vector states which “converge weakly” to the vector 
state I/ of the canonical Wiener process. 
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THEOREM 5. For all f, g E ‘%, lim,,, F&f, g) = Fm(f, g). 
Proof. We observe first that the projections E,, converge strongly to the 
identity. Indeed, iff E !R is a continuous function on [0, l] then 
so that EJ -+ f. Since the continuous functions are dense in % and the projec- 
tions E, are uniformly bounded, this conclusion holds for arbitrary f E ‘3. Since 
F, is strongly continuous, it follows that FO((I - E,)f, (I - E,Jg) converges to 1. 
Hence it suffices to prove that for arbitrary f, g E 93, F,(E,f, E,g) converges to 
F,(f, g). 
We denote by h the common characteristic function of the canonical pairs 
(A 9 5?1), (P2 3 !?2h-* . 2Ising (4.2), (4.5) and the independence of the (pj , qf) 
we have 
Fn(Enf, Eng) = fi h(<f, Xd, <g, xjn>)* 
i-l 
Now in the particular case when h is the characteristic function h,(x, y) = 
~-(1/4)o*(~~+v~) we have, since xln ,..., xnn is an orthonormal basis for 5Xn , 
fi k(<f, XA <g, xd) = expK--(r2/4)(ll Enf II2 + II -%g 112>1, 
i=l 
which converges to Fo( f, g) because En ---f I strongly. Hence in order to establish 
that 
in general, it suffices to show that 
iz $ h’(<f, Xd, (g, XM>) = [Fo(f, g)l*, (4.6) 
where h’ = hh, . Now h’, being the product of two canonical characteristic 
functions is the joint characteristic function [q of a pair (4,q) of random 
variables having’zero means and covariance matrix element IE(fa) = [Ed = 9, 
lE(&) = 0. It follows that h’ can be expanded in the form 
where 
lim 7(h, p)/(h2 + p2) = 0. 
A,p-10 (4.7) 
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Substituting this form of h’(X, p) into (4.6) and using the fact that E, -+ I 
strongly, we see that (4.6) is equivalent to 
To prove (4.8) we note first that the vectors xjn satisfy 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
for arbitraryfe R For continuousf this follows from 
I<f, xdl = &la Is (;l),.f@) dt I < &I2 sup 11 f(t)/: t E (+ , k] 1 
< n-l12 sup{]f(t)l: t E [0, 11). 
For generalf E !R, (4.9) now follows from the density of the continuous functions 
and the uniform boundedness in norm of the unit vectors xjn . For fixed f, g E % 
and E > 0 we choose 6 > 0 such that, in accordance with (4.7), ] T(& p)I < 
<(X2 + $) whenever 1 h I, 1 TV j < 6. Applying (4.9), there is a natural number N 
such that for n > N, 
SUP Kf? Xdl, sup I(& Xdl -=c 8. l<K?I l<i<n 
Then for rr > N, 
j t1 w, xi.>)l G t1 4(.L xd2 + a!, XiTJ2) 
< 4llfll” + II g II”>. 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary, (4.8) is established as required. 
The next theorem is the main result of this paper. 
a 
THEOREM 6. Let (p, , qI), (pz , q2),... be a sequence of independent, identically 
distributed canonical pairs, having zero means and covariame matrix elements 
!E(pF) = E(qt) = u2/2, lE(p,q, + qjpi) = 0. For t E [0, 11, let 
P,(t) = n-1/2(pI + ... + Pbtl + tnt - btl)Pt4+d, 
Qntt) = n-Yql + a.* + antI + @t - WI) cm+d. 
Let E,, be the projection onto the subspace of the real Hilbert space !R = L2[Q 11 
whose range is thefunctions constant on the intervals ((j - 1)/n, I/n], j = I,..., n. 
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Let (P, Q) be a cyclic canonical Wiener process with variance ~3 acting in the Hilbert 
space & with cychc vector 4. Then there exist unit vectors x1 , xz ,... in $ such that 
(1) E [exp i f (f dPn + g dQ,)] exp[(--a21’4)(lK- -%)f Ii2 + I:(- &k Ii”) 
= (expij(fdP+gd(Q)x,,x,S, f3gEsi. 
(2) If  2111, is the *-algebragenerated by the operators of theform exp[iS(fdP + 
gdQ)l, f, g E R then <Axn , xn> - (44 #> f or every A in the compact uniform 
closure 2l,( b’) where 6’ is the set of vector states of ‘B( 8). 
Proof. Let (U, V) be the cyclic representation of the CCR over !$I corre- 
sponding to (P, Q). Then (1) is equivalent to the existence of unit vectors 
Xl > x2 ,.*a> in H such that for all f ,  g E R 
F,,,(f, 8) = e-cllz)tr*?U(f) v(g) xn , xn>. (4.10) 
We first note that (4.10) is almost trivial in the case u2 = 1. For in this case the 
variances E(pj2), E(qj2) are such as to achieve equality in the Heisenberg un- 
certainty relation iE(pj2) lE(qj2) 3 4, and it follows from a well-known result 
in elementary quantum theory [12] that pj and qj are normally distributed, with 
characteristic function h,(x, y) = e-1/4(zz+v8). From this it is easily seen that 
F,,, = F, and so xn can be taken equal to $ for each n. We may therefore 
assume that u2 > 1. 
We realize the representation (U, V) as in the proof of Theorem 1 in the space 
!&, @ Jj, , where $j,, is Fock space, by 
U(f) = l&(2-%f) @ V,(2-‘klf), 
V(f) = V,(Z-%f) @ U,(-2-%-If), 
(4.11) 
where o2 = $(a2 + a-“) and (U,, , V,,) is the Fock representation. The cyclic 
vector is # = #,, @ I& where #,, is the Fock vacuum vector. We observe that 
the operators 
U(f) = l&(2-%f) x V,( -2-1/2&f), 
V’(f) = V0(2-1/2a-lf) x U,(2-l&$), 
(4.12) 
constitute a second realization, with the same cyclic vector #, of the representation 
with characteristic functional F, (the argument is similar to that of the proof 
of Theorem 2) and that the operators of the latter realization commute with those 
of the former. From this it follows that for f ,  f’ E !JI the operators 
u”(f 0 f  ‘) = U(f) UV’), V”(f Of ‘) = V(f) Vf ‘), (4.13) 
constitute a representation of the CCR over ‘R @ %. 
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We regard the objects !+js , $j, Us, V,, , U, V, U’, V’, u”, V”, t,!~,,  I/ as defined 
for an arbitrary real Hilbert space ‘$I1 in place of ‘iR, dependence on which will be 
indicated by the superscript (‘%J. The well-known “exponential” property of 
the Fock construction [14] permits the identifications 
(4.14) 
and gives rise to a natural isomorphism 
under conjugation by which 
.?F@yfl @f2) --+ U’““(fl) @ ?iP(f2), 
V@-)(f2 @f2) + V’““(fl) @ V@yf2), 
(4.16) 
(with similar properties for U’, V’) and which maps I,P%@%) into I,@I) @ $%). 
For fixed n, set %r = En’%. The restriction to %r x !R, of the functional 
Fn(f, g> = Uexp i J Cf dpn + g 4&J) is the characteristic functional for a 
representation of the canonical commutation relations over %r . Let us show 
that there exists a vector x in the space $%) such that, forf, g E ‘$I1 
FJf, g) = f?-(lj2)i<fJ>( 7Pyj) Pqg)x, x). (4.17) 
To do this we note that since !Rr is finite-dimensional, by the von Neumann 
uniqueness theorem [20], every representation of the canonical commutation 
relations over R, is quasi-equivalent to the Fock representation ( U$rtl), Vh”l’). 
Hence there exists a density operator (that is positive operator of unit trace) 
p in the Fock space !$,“l’ such that forf, g E ‘$r 
F,(f, g) = e-f1/2)tcf-g) tr U?‘(f) VF)(g)p. (4.18) 
Let A , #2 ,... be a maximal orthonormal set of fi;‘l’ consisting of eigenvectors 
of the completely continuous operator p corresponding to nonnegative eigen- 
values A, , A, ,..., respectively. Let X’ be the vector in $3%) 
683/7/r-x0 
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(since C Aj = tr p = 1, this is well defined). Then for f, g E !Rr , 
e-(l/2)i<fJ)( Ug”l’(f) @ I)( v’yg) @ 1)x’, x’) 
z.z e-cl/zMf,9> tr @v(f) v;%)(g)p. 
Hence using (4.18), forf, g E %r , 
pn(f,g) = e-w2Mf.9~ <(@‘(f ) 0 W(“‘)(g) 0 1)x’ x’> o 0 , * (4.19) 
Now consider the two representations of the canonical commutation relations 
over the finite dimensional space %I @ !J& , acting in fj%), 
(u"W, J,PCS)), (q%BWd, yyml))* 
Since the Fock representation is irreducible and the operators of either representa- 
tion can be expressed, using (4.1 l), (4.12), (4.13), and the identification (4.14), 
in terms of the other, the two representations are unitarily equivalent. The 
unitary operator implementing this equivalence clearly carries (U(%), V’%)) 
into ( Uisrl) @ I, E’(%) @ I). Hence if x is the preimage of x’ under this operator, 
we have, forf, g E ‘%r , 
w@Yf) 0 W@%) 0 4x’, x’> 0 0 
= (lP’l’(f) PJ(g)x, x). 
Substituting this into (4.19) we obtain (4.17) as required. 
Now set 5F$ = (I - E,J% = !RI1, so that ‘8 = 911 @ %s . Let xla be the 
preimage under the canonical isomorphism (4.15) of the vector x @ #(w21 in 
fj%) @ $j(%). Then using (4.16), 
(exp i j (fdJ’ -I- g dQ)xn , xn) 
- e--(lf~)~<f*gy U(f) v (g)xn , xn) - 
r.zz e-(ll2)i<f*9>(( U’yYJ) @ U@q(I - I$&!-))( V@qERf) 
@ Y@q(I - EJf)x @ tp), x @ 2py 
=e -(lmEd*~,P)( UW(~J) pd(~,f)x, ) Xn) 
e-(l/z)i<('-E")f,(I-E,)9)(~(Wa)((l _ of) jyAW((1 _ ~,)f) +C%), +W) 
= ~nmzf, &g) FlA(f - 4J.L (1 - -%k> = ~n.o(f, g), 
using (4.17). Hence (4.10) and with it (1) is established. 
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To prove (2) we proceed as follows. In (1) we have shown that (4.10) holds. 
Applying Theorem 5, it follows that (Axn , xn) + (A#, #) for all A E 3, . 
The proof is completed by using Theorem 2(a), (b). I 
Under a stronger hypothesis in Theorem 6, we can obtain the stronger 
conclusion that, (AX,, , xn) + (A#, #) for all A E %I:; here we recall that 
the weak convergence of the canonical central limit theorem of [5] takes the form 
of convergence of expectations of an arbitrary element of the von Neumann 
algebra generated by a single canonical pair. This stronger hypothesis involves 
a form of uniform boundedness on the distribution of (P, , QJ. In the case of 
[5] the strong conclusion is possible because the density operators p determining 
distributions of canonical pairs, which are analogs of (Radom-Nikodym) den- 
sities with respect to Lebesgue measure, satisfy the uniform boundedness 
condition p2 < 1. In our present case there is no analog of Lebesgue measure 
(‘%Z;; is in fact a type III factor and so possesses no faithful normal semi-finite 
trace, in analogy with the absence of a translation-invariant measure on an 
infinite-dimensional real Hilbert space), and we therefore impose a condition 
of uniform boundedness with respect to the limit measure itself. 
To motivate this concept we first treat the analogous classical situation. 
THEOREM 7. Let n(f) denote the stochastic integral in (%?, w,) sf dX for f E 93 
and let 9l,, be the *-algebra of operators on L2(%, w,) generated by multiplication 
by functionals of the form 
F = ein(f)e (4.20) 
(1) Then a[ = Lm(%?, w,); that is, it comprises all multiplications by 
bounded measurable functions. 
Let k , p2 ,... be a sequence of probability measures on (%?, g(V)) such that 
G-4 ;+i Fd,u, = f i Fdw,, 
for every F = ein’f), f E ‘3; 
(b) each t+ is absolutely continuous relative to w, and 
sup I (dp,Jdw,J2 dw, = B < 00. (4.22) n 
(2) Then the convergence (4.21) holds for all FE Lm(W, w,). In particular, 
pn + w, weakly. 
Proof. (1) For FE Lm(W, w,) let Mr denote the operator on L2(V, w,) of 
multiplication by F. Denote the function that is identically 1 on 9 by 1. If 
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K E PI,,’ then K maps into itself the domain of each multiplication operator 
M n(fj and KM,cr) C M,&@. Let fr ,..., fn E %, then 
n(fl) . . . n(f,) E L”(E, wg), (4.23) 
and we have 
Since monomials of the form (4.23) are total in L2(%‘, zu,) [ll], it follows that 
K = &IX,. Since K is bounded, we may assume that Kl EL=(%T, w,). Since it 
is clear that {Mg F E Lm($?, w,)} C ‘+&,’ we conclude that these two sets are equal. 
But then, since %,, _C ‘$I,’ and 91,, is commutative it follows that ?I,’ = ‘Xi . 
(2) Let F EL%@?, w,). Since polynomials in stochastic integrals are dense 
in L2(‘%, w,), and can be expressed through repeated partial differentiation as 
strong limits of finite linear combinations of elements of form (4.20), there exists 
for arbitrary E > 0 such a finite linear combination Fl such that the L2-norm 
IIF-F,il <E. Introducing the unit vectors X~ = (d~,/dzu,)l/“, it follows 
from (4.22) that xn2 EL~(+?, w,) and that 11 xn2 ~1 < B for n = 1, 2,... . Since the 
convergence (4.21) holds for Fl there exists a natural number N such that A’ 3 n 
implies that 
Hence for n > N we have 
ll Fdp,- Fdw, I I = l(M~xn, xn> - <M,l, l>l 
< HMF - MFJx, >xn>l + IOf~~xn > xn> - <n/rF,l, I>1 
+ l(IM, 1- MF)~, l>l 
~(~(F-F,)xn”dw,I+I~(Fl--)dw,I+e 
G IIF -G ll(ll xn2 II + 1) + E < l + 2). 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary, the convergence (4.21) holds for allF E L”(%?, w,). m 
Theorem 7 shows that if xn satisfy the boundedness condition given by (4.22), 
then the convergence (Axn , xn) -+ (Al, I), for all A E ‘%a implies that the 
convergence holds for all A E ‘?I: . We now give an analogous noncommutative 
result. Let F, G be w-positive definite functionals on % x !U. We say that F 
dominates G (and write G <F) if there exists X > 0 such that hF - G is 
w-positive definite. We say that F dominates a sequence of w-positive definite 
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functional G, uniformly if there exists X > 0 such that AF - G, is w-positive 
definite for all n = 1, 2,... . 
THEOREM 8. If in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 7 we also have 
F,,, < F, uniformly, then (AX, , xn) --t (A$, #> for all A E rrCi . 
Proof, The functionals F,,, , F, determine states wnsO, w0 of the C*-algebra 
of the canonical commutation relations A(%) over ‘% [IO, 61. The Gel’fand- 
Naimark-Segal construction for the state w, gives, uniquely to within unitary 
equivalence, a Hilbert space 6, a unit vector $ E 5~ and a representation rr of 
A(‘%) in !jj such that (r(A)+, +> = w,(A). We may identify sj and # with the 
Hilbert space and cyclic vector constructed earlier realizing the representation 
of the canonical commutation relations (U, V) with characteristic functional F,; 
U, V are given in terms of 7r by 
U(f) = ?r(%f*Oh V(f) = 4%l.d~ 
where 6ess) is the functional on ‘3 x 5% equal to 1 at (f, g) and zero elsewhere. 
The hypothesis F,,, < F uniformly implies that W, dominates w,,, uniformly, 
that is there is a real number X > 1 such that hw, - w,,, is a positive functional 
for all n. It follows from a well-known theorem ([13, p. 261 or [8, p. 861) that 
there exist unique bounded positive operators B, in ‘$I,, such that 1) B, 11 < X and 
Thus we may take the vectors xn of Theorem 6 to be xn = B& Let A be an 
arbitrary element of PI, . Then, since B, E 2&‘, 
Since 1+5 is cyclic (A#: 1,4 E &} . d IS en e in jj and it follows (since jl B,*B,# jJ < s 
11 B, )I2 I/ # 11 < A2 for all n) that the uniformly bounded vectors B,*B,II, converge 
weakly (in the Hilbert space sense) to 4. But then for arbitrary A E ‘3:. 
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